DevelopmentoftheWindcodedid notstop withthereleaseofversion5.0inmid2002.Severalimportant newcapabilitieshavebeenaddedrecently.Amongtheseadditionsareasecond-order, implicit-timemarching algorithm, new hybrid turbulence models, and improvements to the SST turbulence models. Many of the recent changeshavebeenfocusedonimprovingWind'sabilitytoruntime-accuratecases.Otherworkhasfocusedon the addition of multi-phase particle tracking to the code. Other changes have not so much added new capabilities asmadeexistingonesmorereliable.Thispaperreportsontheprogressofthisactivityandpresents sample applicationsthat makeuseofsomeoftheimprovedcapabilities.
Introduction
Version 1.0 of the Wind code was introduced in 1997 by the NPARC Alliance as a replacement for the venerable NPARC code. 1 Wind was based on the NASTD solver, 2 which was donated by Boeing to the NPARC Alliance. Since then four additional versions have been released, bringing the current production version number to 5.0. Each of these versions has shown substantial improvements [3] [4] [5] overpriorreleases.Recently,Boeingdonated an unstructured flow solver to the NPARC Alliance for incorporation into the Wind solver. With such a major technology addition, it has been decided to rename the code Wind-US. Thus, what would have been Wind version 6.0 willnowbeWind-USversion1.0. While theadditionof anunstructuredsolverisasignificantdevelopment, anda great deal of the integration work has been performed at the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC), the currentpaperfocuses onimprovementstoWind-USthat originated at AEDC. The unstructured solver will be documented in a future paper.
Development of Wind-US is loosely coordinated by the NPARC Alliance and is open to anyone who is entitled to run the code. Each contributor works on the items of most interest to them. The NPARC Alliance members decide among themselves whether or not to include any changes submittedforinclusionintheofficialversion.
Inpractice,themajorityofthedevelopmenttakes place at three locations: Boeing Phantom Works at Saint Louis, NASA's Glenn Research Center, and AEDC. Currently, Boeing's major emphasis is on the development of an unstructured/hybrid capability. NASA Glenn is developing improved RANS turbulence modeling capabilities and a vortex generator model. At AEDC, most of the development work involves extending and improving the structured flow solver. Areas of particular interest at AEDC include unsteady flows (including turbulence modeling) and reacting flows (including multi-phase cases with reacting particles convected by the flow).
A significant fraction of the CFD applications performed atAEDCinvolvetime-accuratesimulationsofaircraftstore drops. These simulations have typically been performed with the NXAIR solver, 6 but the NPARC Alliance has always had the goal of being able to do the same thing with its CFD solver. Toward that end, several technologies have been added to the code over the years. These include Newtoniterations,theHLLEflux-differencesplittingalgorithm,double-fringeoverlappedboundaries,Gauss-Seidel andJacobiimplicitsolvers,andthetime-stepcalculationalgorithm from OVERFLOW 7 (which is similar to that used in NXAIR). As of version 5 of Wind, the major remaining differencebetweenitandNXAIRwasthelackofasecondorder, implicittime-marchingalgorithm.Thishasnowbeen added. In addition, a new hybrid turbulence model has been implemented that seeks to combine the best features of traditionalReynolds-averagedNavier-Stokes(RANS)models with the strengths of Large Eddy Simulation (LES) approaches. The Menter Shear Stress Transport (SST) model has also been upgraded to include terms which model the effects of compressibility.
A variety of multiphase flow analysis applications have arisen at AEDC in the recent past that were not readily addressable with current capabilities. These include spray combustion in the APTU facility, jet exhaust quenching in the T6 engine test facility, and aircraft icing in the ASTF facility. There are also a number of applications in the space and missiles area that could benefit from an easy to use, well-supported analysis tool. For a variety of reasons, mostly involving codes being either unavailable or unsupported, the available resources at AEDC for multiphase simulations were deemed inadequate. Since Wind (and soon Wind-US) has a broad user base, and the NPARC Alliance is committed to supporting the code, it was decided to use Wind-US as the foundation on which to build a multiphase capability.
In addition to the above "major" new features, there have been many smaller additions to the code. Also, many preexisting capabilities have been significantly revamped in order to improve their reliability and maintainability. In the following sections, the various fixes and improvements arediscussed, andsomesampleapplicationsarepresented to showcase the new options.
Second-OrderImplicitTimeMarching
As discussed above, one of the factors which has limited Wind-US's applicability in the realm of unsteady flows hasbeentheimplicittime-marchingprocedure.ThedefaultalgorithmwhichcamefromNASTDwasafirst-order backwardEulerscheme.Thisschemeisunsuitedtotimeaccurate simulations, and, indeed, it was never intended to beusedinsuchafashion.InNASTD,unsteady simulations always used one of the available Runge-Kutta explicittime-marchingprocedures.
With Wind-US, however, one of the objectives was to be able to perform store-drop simulations in an efficient manner. This requires the ability to run time-accurate simulations of complex geometries with very large time steps, and this necessitates an implicit algorithm. Thus, an implicit procedure for time-accurate simulations has been of interest from the beginning.
Toillustratetheproblemswiththeoriginalimplicittimemarching algorithm in Wind, a simple inviscid vortex convection case has been run. This case was obtained from the suite of test cases that are distributed with the OVERFLOW solver. A vortex in a uniform mean flow is simulated on a uniform 80x80 Cartesian grid (not including boundary points) covering 10 ft on each side. The boundary conditions are periodic so that as the vortex is swept out the back of the domain, it reappears at the inflow. The freestream Mach number was 0.5, the total temperature was 525
• R, andthetotalpressurewas0.937psi.Anondimensional time step of 0.1 was used, which translates to a dimensional stepof9.124×10 −5 sec and200timestepsperflow-throughtime.Thedefaultsecond-orderRoespatialscheme and ADI matrix inversion algorithms were employed. ure , it is obvious that the default scheme is inappropriate for unsteady time marching. By the end of five flowthrough times, significant dissipation and dispersion errors are present.
As a first step toward improving the unsteady implicit capability, a Newton iteration procedure was added relatively early on in the process of developing Wind. This improvedthetime-marchingability,butpersistentproblemswerepresentintheimplementationand haveonly recentlybeenresolved. Figure 2showstheresultsforthe same test case using Newton iterations in conjunction with thefirst-order, time-marchingalgorithm.Forthiscase,five subiterationswereusedateachtimelevel.Theaddition of Newton iterations reduces the dispersion error considerably, but the dissipation in the scheme is still unacceptably large.
Asecond-orderimplicittime-marchingalgorithmhas now been implemented. This technique is applicable either with or without Newton iterations. At present, all of the implicit schemes in Wind, except for the MacCormack implicitscheme,canbeusedwiththissecond-ordercapability. Figure 3 shows results for the same case using the second-orderschemewithoutanyNewtoniterations.As the figure clearly shows, the dissipation is greatly reduced, but the dispersion error is still unacceptably large.
Finally,arunwasperformedusingthesecond-orderalgorithmwithNewtoniterations.Again,fivesubiterations were used at each time level. Figure 4 shows the resulting density contours. In this case, not only has the dissipationbeendramaticallyreducedbythesecond-orderscheme, compared to the first order algorithm, but the Newton iteration procedure has dramatically reduced the dispersion error.Thisresult,whilestillmoredissipativethan thehigh-resolutionschemestypicallyusedforthemost demanding unsteady simulations, is clearly a significant improvement over the original algorithm in Wind.
HybridTurbulenceModel
Another limiting factor for unsteady flow simulations is the fact that most turbulence models have been designed forsteady-stateflows.Whensuchmodelsareappliedin unsteady situations, they are often too dissipative, dampingoutfeaturesthatshouldberesolved. 10 has been added to both the SST and Chien k − ε models. This model has been found to be as good as DES in many cases and offers some advantages in others. 11, 12 This technique takes a somewhat different approach than the more common DES model. First, standard RANS turbulence model equations are solved to predict theoverallturbulenceintheflow field.Next,anestimate is made as to what fraction of that turbulence is being re-solved on the computational grid and how much must be modeled. Finally, this estimate is used to compute the turbulent viscosity that is employed in the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. In practice, extending a RANS turbulence model to use this hybrid technique is a straightforward matter of modifying the eddy viscosity calculation:
In the above equation, the "LES" eddy viscosity (ν tLES ) is computedon the basis of aformtakenfromanLESkequation model:
For the current work, a value of 0.0854 was used for the LES model coefficient (c µLES ). The subgrid (LES) turbulent kinetic energy is defined in terms of the RANS model's prediction for turbulent kinetic energy as:
where the clipping function is defined as a function of the predicted turbulent length scale and the local grid size:
It should be noted that the question of whether or not the factorof'2'shouldappearinfront of∆intheaboveequation has not been finally resolved, and the current implementation in the NXAIR code does have it. The turbulent length scale used in this effort is defined by
This length scale is a mixture of the traditional turbulent scale definition for two-equation turbulence models (k 3/2 /ε) and the definition usually associated with algebraic turbulence models ( ν t /ω). The factor of six was chosen, such that the two components of the length scale were approximately equal in a simple test case. This turbulent length scale definition could be easily adapted to other typesofturbulencemodels.Thecut-overfunction(Λ) in Eq. (1) is definedas:
In practical terms, then, this hybrid model for unsteady turbulent flows can be described as filtering the RANS turbulence models such that the eddy viscosity does not include the energy of grid-resolved turbulent scales. Therefore, the filtered RANS turbulence model may be thought of as a subgrid model for very large turbulent eddies. The objective in choosing the filter function is that it should not degrade the performance of the turbulence model when the largest turbulent scales present are below the resolution of the grid, as is generally the case in current aircraft CFD applications-certainlythecasenearviscouswalls, andoften so elsewhere. This approach should be viable for the current class of CFD flow solvers and would not require any more grid resolution than is already used for steadystate simulations, except in areas where finer details of the instantaneous flow structures are desired.
The implementation of this model into Wind is still fairly recent.Therefore,veryfewresults are currentlyavailable to show its capability. One 
The results using the new hybrid model (with the SST model as the base) are shown in Fig. 6 . Compared to the baseline model, the hybrid results are showing much more fine scale details of the flow, particularly in the vicinity of the separation points. This is at least qualitatively inaccordancewithexpectations.Ofcourse, since real turbulenceisalwaysthreedimensional,onemustbecarefulin drawing conclusions about turbulence models based on the resultsofatwo-dimensionalcasesuchasthisone.
CompressibleVersionofSSTTurbulence Model
A second version of the SST turbulence model has been added to the code. This version is implemented in conservative form and includes the compressibility corrections of Suzen and Hoffmann. 14 This is expected to greatly aid in the simulation of free shear layers at transonic speeds (and higher) and other flows where the effects of compressibility are expected to be significant. The compressibility corrections include a pressure dilatation model and a turbulent Mach number based model of compressible dissipation. Todemonstratetheeffectofthevariouschangestothe SST model, a simple axisymmetric jet case was performed. This case involves a "submerged" turbulent supersonic jet emanating from an axisymmetric convergent-divergent Mach 2.2 nozzle. This nozzle was first studied by J. M. Eggers in 1962. 15 The working fluid was air, and the nozzle was operated at the pressure ratio corresponding to perfect expansion. The nozzle plenum conditions were set to a total temperatureof525
• R,and thetotalpressurewas162.2psia. Theambienttemperaturewas252
• R,andtheambientpressure was 14.7psia.
The simulated centerline axial velocity is plotted in Fig. 7 for four different cases as well as the experimental data of Eggers. The first two curves on the plot (designated SST1 and SST2 on the legend) lie on top of each other. They are for the original version of the SST model and the new conservative version with no compressibility corrections added. As expected, they are overly dissipative of the velocity downstream of the potential core. The curve designated "SST2-CD" shows the effect of the compressible dissipation correction, while the curve labeled "SST2-CD-PD" shows the same case with pressure dilatation and compressible dissipation added in. With the addition of the compressibility corrections, the velocity decay is much better predicted aft of the potential core, but the length of the potential core is increasingly over-predicted. This is in line with the observations of other researchers. 16 Thus, this capability, while helpful in some cases, must be used with caution.
ImprovedInflowBoundaryCondition
In an interior flow case, it is often convenient to specify total conditions at an inflow boundary. In the course of FY2003, a user of the Wind code reported problems in using the "hold totals" inflow boundary condition. As a result of this problem, the inflow condition was rewritten in a greatly improved form that is both more stable and more accurate than the previous version. While this project did fund forthatwork,itdoesstandtobenefitfromit,and thus a brief overview is presented.
The idea of both the old and the new boundary conditions is the same. The user specifies a total temperature, totalpressure, andflowangleattheboundary(whichcan vary from point to point). These quantities are held fixed while the R 2 Riemann invariant (u ⊥ − 2c γ−1 ) is extrapolated from the interior. The previous implementation, however, used a Newton iteration to simultaneously solve for the temperature and velocity at the boundary point. The new implementation first solves a quadratic equation for the speed of sound based on substituting the normal velocity between the T 0 andR 2 equations.Thisyieldsthetemperature, and the velocity can then be found from the definition of R 2 .
The new approach is generally the same as that taken in the OVERFLOW code. 17 In Wind-US, however, the Riemann invariant is extrapolated to the boundary using a first order algorithm, rather than the more usual zeroth order. This seemingly simple change makes a noticeable improvement in the total pressure distribution interior to the boundary, as shown in Fig. 8 for a representative duct case. It is especially telling that one cannot even obtain a converged answer at all using the old boundary conditions unless one sets up the flow with some other inflow boundary treatment, whereas the new conditions are stable enough to be used from the start. As is typical of characteristic-based boundary conditions, there are fluctuations in the total conditions immediately downstream of the boundary. With the new implementation, however, the values eventually return to the freestream conditions, whereas with the previous boundary conditions (and indeed the new implementation aswell,unlessafirst-orderextrapolationoftheinvariantis used) the flow never returns to the freestream conditions. This is illustrated in Fig. 9 , which shows the normalized total pressure along the center line. Considering that Wind-US is currently a single precision code, it would appear unlikely that further significant improvements are possible without first addressing the precision issue.
MultiphaseModel
Themultiphasealgorithmswhichhavebeenaddedto Wind-US are based on those used in KIVA. The KIVA codes were developed at Los Alamos for reciprocating engines with fuel spray injection. KIVA has been widely used forengineanalysis,butitisdifficulttoapplytomoregeneral problems.
Because of distinct differences between the KIVA and the Wind-US flow models, substantial adaptation and reprogramming were required to incorporate the KIVA particle model into Wind-US. For example, KIVA is a cellcentered, dualmesh, arbitraryLagrangian-Eulerianflow solver,whileWind-USisanode-centeredEulerianflow solver.Thisresultsinanumberofgeometry-relateddifferences. Also, KIVA computations are performed in CGS units while Wind-US generally performs internal computationsusingnondimensionalvariables.Thisrequires rewritingparticlemodelsintermsofnondimensionalvariables. In addition, the numerical coupling of gas phase source terms has been modified.
ThemultiphaseversionofWind-UShasbeendesigned for a wide range of cases. For example, liquid or solid particles may be injected. Also, evaporation, two-way gas/particle coupling, and gravity may be included or excluded. Nozzles may be included as sets with similar characteristics. Since Wind-US performs gas phase chemical reactions, the multiphase version should be capable of computing simplistic gas phase spray combustion. As is generally the case, particle drag, diffusion, heat transfer, and mass transfer are computed from model equations rather than first principles. If desired, however, alternate models can be implemented with relative ease. One notable limitation to the current implementation is that the void fraction is not included in the particle model. Therefore, dense particle flow cannot be computed accurately.
Todemonstratethemultiphasecapability,asimpletest case was constructed. This case consists of a single nozzle injecting particles into Mach 4 flow over a ramp. The grid is split into two zones for this case. Figure 10 shows a snapshot of the particle positions in the upstream zone. Figure 11 shows the particle accumulation over time at the outflow plane.
Method of Manufactured Solutions and Rusanov Scheme
The Method of Manufactured Solutions (MMS) is a technique by which numerical methods within codes can be verified to ensure that they have been coded correctly and do, in fact, solve the equations that they claim to solve. While the basic ideas of MMS were developed some time ago, [18] [19] [20] MMS hasonlyrecentlybeguntobeappliedto large, general-purposeflowsolvers.Theprocedurefor applying MMStoacodeisasfollows:
• Choose the form of the governing equations (typically functions of sines and cosines)
• Chose the form of the manufactured solution
• Apply the governing equations to the manufactured solution to generate analytical source terms
• Solve the equations on multiple mesh levels using the source terms
• Evaluate the global discretization error in the numerical solutions
• Determine the order of accuracy
If the order of accuracy matches the theoretical value, then the portions of the code that were tested can be considered verified.
Within Wind-US, MMS has been used to verify a fairly broadselectionofbothnewandoldoptions.Here,the discussion is confined toonlythenewRusanovscheme for computing the explicit inviscid fluxes. More details on MMSanditsapplicationtoWind-USare foundin Ref 21.
Oneofthealgorithmsusedontheright-handsideof the unstructured portion of Wind-US to compute inviscid fluxes is the Rusanov scheme. 22 For the unstructured solver, this relatively simple algorithm was found to be both robust and accurate, but it was originally not implemented in the structured solver. To enable grids with both structured and unstructured zones to be run with a consistent algorithm, the Rusanov scheme was implemented for the structured code as well. MMS was then used to test thescheme.Thetestlookedatthethird-orderupwindbiased extrapolation algorithm on a uniform 2-D Cartesian grid. The code was run in inviscid mode to prevent the second-orderviscoustermsfromcorruptingtheresults.The manufacturedsolutionwaspurelysubsonic, andtheexact solution was applied on the boundaries in lieu of regular boundary conditions. Results were obtained for seven resolutions ranging from 8 × 8 to 128 × 128. The L 2 norm of each conserved variable is plotted as a function of grid spacing (relative to the finest grid). Results from this case arein Fig. 12 .Clearly,theinteriorschemeisthirdorder, as it should be, and can therefore be considered verified, at least for subsonic flow.
Other Changes
In addition to the above modifications, numerous other fixes and features have gone into the structured solver portion of Wind-US. Several of these are now briefly noted.
The unified nature of the calculation of viscosity proved its worth as two new viscosity models have been added to the code. The first is a model for Nitrogen that was developed for use at AEDC's Tunnel 9 facility. This model uses a standard Sutherland's Law formulation for moderate temperatures and power law forms for both high and low temperature regions:
The second model allows a user to specify coefficients foraSutherland'sLawformulationwrittenintwo-coefficient form:
For version 5 of Wind, a new algorithm for computing cellareasandvolumeswasimplemented thatattempts to detect and account for the presence of solid boundaries in the interior of grids. Unfortunately, this algorithm does not properly account for the presence of chimera grids embedded within a zone. In addition, it appears to cause difficulties on 2-D axisymmetric grids. For this reason, an option was added to enable the user to activate the more straightforward volume and area algorithm from version 4 (andprior versions).
The Geometric Conservation Law is needed to ensure that conserved variables are properly handled when the computational grids are in motion. This algorithm has now been implemented throughout the structured side of the Wind-US code.
Wind has had a "dq limiter" for some time now, but this limiter acts by decreasing the time step throughout an entire zone whenever it detects a problem. Other codes use alessrestrictivealgorithmthataffects onlythepointsat which problems are found. Thinking that such an algorithmmightbeusefulinWind-US,the investigator implemented the"localdqlimiter"fromtheNXAIRcode.
Several changes have been made to Wind-US's methods of computing the properties of flows with multiple chemical species. Previously, when specifying thermodynamic properties of a chemical specie, it was only possible to have a single temperature range. Now, if needed, different coefficients can be specified for multiple temperature ranges. Also, in the past, there were incompatibilities in the computation of reaction rates that meant that only reaction sets using the old NASA Lewis curve fits would work properly. SPARK curve fits would not function properly, and the newer NASA format was completely unsupported. Now,allthreeformatsaresupported,butanextralineis required in thechemistryfiletotellthecodewhichformat is to be used.
Finally, in the course of development, several algorithms which had previously been advertised as functional were found to be broken (and then fixed). Among these is the ability to use overlapping grids with fringes more than two deep, which is necessary when running the fourth or fifth order schemes and attempting to preserve the order at boundaries between zones. Also, the simple screen model was repaired, an improved algorithm for the inter-zonal communication of turbulence model variables was implemented, and wall temperatures specified with the "tmptrn" utility now work properly.
Conclusions
Significant improvements have been made to the Wind flowsolver, greatlyenhancing itsstabilityandapplicabilitytoabroadrangeofsimulations, particularlyunsteady flows. These additions and fixes have been demonstrated on simple test cases and are now either already being used at AEDC for production work or are undergoing further tests with the aim of transitioning them to production and eventualinclusionintheofficialversion of Wind to released by the NPARCAlliancethroughtheInternetVersion ManagementSystem. 
